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Accidents
Analysis from the White Mountains of
New Hampshire and occasionally elsewhere

W

here, many wondered as January 2016 morphed into
February and then into March, is our winter? We fingered the usual
culprits—climate change, El Niño, political clowns—and waited still for
snow. It arrived in fits and starts, but rain soon followed, and so, when it
was cold, we got ice, and when it warmed, we got . . . meh. What all this
meant for mountain wanderers was thin snow and a slippery season, and
when people slipped and fell, those who went out to help had to be careful of
their footing. And as our non-winter lengthened, professional and volunteer
rescuers went out quite often.
Behind and beneath many of the callouts lay the mix of ice and an
appearance of easy walking brought on by the sight of open ground. Deep
snow and unrelenting cold offer evident warnings, and so those of us going
to the mountains layer on caution during a big winter. But open ground
and water excite some who might usually stay inside or wait for spring.
A greater number of casual 2016 winter climbers may have explored the hills
than during the thicker winter of 2015. During such a winter as this was,
surprise sometimes waits just around a trail’s bend, where persistent shadows
can mean entering a very different thermal world and season: spring on the
sun slope, thick winter ice in the shade. In this report, we will spend some
time on the surfaces of that shade.

We’re Fine
On November 1, 2015, William G., age 56, and his son, William G. Jr., age
26, set off from the Liberty Trail parking lot to climb Mount Chocorua. Their
plan included the ascent of Chocorua, a night out, and then a climb of nearby
Mount Paugus. On November 2, as they climbed Paugus, the pair lost the
trail, and, after repeated attempts to reorient themselves, they settled in for an
extra night out. Because they had no cell phone reception, they were unable
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to contact anyone for assistance or to notify family that they would not return
as expected on November 2. On the evening of November 2, the family called
to report them missing, and New Hampshire Fish and Game checked the
trailhead parking lot, where they found the pair’s car. NHFG officers decided
that, in the absence of any other signs of emergency, they would begin their
search the next morning.
On November 3, NHFG officers and U.S. Forest Service personnel again
checked the various trailheads and then began to organize their search;
NHFG also asked for the help of a New Hampshire Army National Guard
helicopter. The helicopter began its search of the Paugus area at 1:35 p.m., and
at 2:00 and 2:30 p.m., two “hasty-teams” of NHFG conservation officers set
off to search trails.
Meanwhile, the father and son found the Beeline Trail and worked
their way back to their car, emerging from the woods in good shape at around
2:40 p.m. The weather for November 2 and 3 on nearby Mount Washington
was typical of late fall—temperatures briefly kissing 32 degrees Fahrenheit,
winds averaging in the moderate 40s.
Comment: There was no drama in this incident, unless you count the
sudden appearance of a helicopter overhead, but I include this episode as an
example of our modern search-and-rescue paradigm. William and his son got
turned around and tried to call out to alert folks, but their cell phones could
get no signal. The weather was relatively benign, and both men had overnight
gear; their decision to stay put and try again in the morning was a good
one. The family expected father and son home on the night of November 2;
family members called them in as late. NHFG officers checked the parking
lot, found the car, and figured the pair was still out in the area; they decided
sensibly to wait for daylight. But then, as November 3 wore on, the search
jumped to helicopter, which is big tech.
Each party’s response to the moment makes sense, and yet, given modern
communications and resultant expectations, one notices how quickly a simple mistake ramifies into a significant effort. Response seems ever faster (we—
society—seem to demand it), even as walking one’s way out of being lost still
happens step by slow step. It also seems likely that, as they found the trail and
hiked out on November 3, William and William Jr. crossed into areas where
they could get phone reception; if so, they should have anticipated someone
might be looking for them and called in to say they were fine and headed out.
Added note: it won’t be long before such a search gets conducted partially
by drones, when weather lets them fly and see.
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One Fine K-9
An overnight search for a 16-year-old boy in Rindge, New Hampshire, on
November 5, 2015, ended happily at 1 p.m. the next day, when a New England
K-9 Search and Rescue dog named Jackson followed the boy’s scent to the
shores of Island Pond then plunged in and swam more than 100 yards to an
island. There, Jackson found the boy, swam back to alert his handler, and then
swam back to the island to be with the boy.
NHFG officers followed in a canoe and brought the boy back across the
water and then to his nearby school. Officers later ascertained that the boy
had reached the island by canoe.
Comment: Love the canine nose; there are few finer instruments.

The Season Begins in Earnest
On November 9, 2015, Andy N., age 25, of Billerica, Massachusetts, set
out to climb Mount Washington. The weather on the summit was good:
sunny, temps in the 20s, winds averaging in the 40s. Andy’s plan included a
descent via the Cog Railway, but when he reached the top, some fellow hikers
informed him that the railway wasn’t running that day and that his best bet
was to descend by the Nelson Crag Trail.
Uncertain of that trail’s location, Andy began to follow two hikers down
the summit cone, but he had trouble keeping up, and the hikers vanished
from sight. Not long after, as daylight waned, Andy consulted the map he
had bought at Pinkham Notch Visitor Center that day and decided to try to
go down the more direct Huntington Ravine Trail. He soon found himself
in very steep terrain, and he had to sit and work his way down on his butt.
Arriving at a place where he could go neither up nor down, Andy’s fatigue
caught up with him, and he began to cramp. Worried about his location and
condition, Andy called 911.
NHFG Sergeant Mark Ober and Mount Washington State Park’s director (and Androscoggin Valley Search and Rescue member) Mike Pelchat
responded, reaching Andy around 4 p.m. There, they rigged Andy with a
safety rope and led him up to the auto road, where he was transported down
the mountain.
Comment: In this incident, the mistakes were many. An inexperienced,
underprepared solo hiker counts on being delivered by the railway; he goes
up without experience in reading the terrain; he blunders into his descent,
at first an impulsive but seemingly silent following of others; then he reads
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Mark Ober, a New Hampshire Fish and Game conservation officer, retrieves a hiker in
trouble from Huntington Ravine below Mount Washington. NEW HAMPSHIRE FISH AND GAME

part of a just-purchased map and enters dangerous terrain without knowing
it until he gets stuck.
What draws the eye is the efficiency of the rescue. Mount Washington, for
all its justly fearsome reputation, is also surrounded, even at times topped,
by rescuers, and, when weather allows (a vital caveat), they can arrive before
such an incident gears up to large scale. That’s not a capability to count on,
clearly, but the mountain’s densities of development and population also
clearly influence people’s decisions to try this peak.
It seems appropriate that NHFG recommended Andy be charged for
his rescue. The reported mission cost was $1,054.80, which doesn’t include
Pelchat’s volunteer time.

Working the Phones
On November 28, 2015, NHFG officers assessed and assisted two parties
by phone. The first was a party of four: John S., his girlfriend and father
(whose names were not reported), and John’s stepmother, Emily S. (The ages
of the hikers were not available.) They climbed Mount Madison and split
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into twosomes to descend. But darkness fell, and John and his girlfriend had
not arrived at the parking area. His parents called 911 from the lot; they had
spotty radio contact with their companions and, using their descriptions and
information from another hiker, they thought the two were on the Pine Link
Trail without lights.
NHFG officers consulted with Emily via phone, advising her and her
husband to climb to meet the pair on the Pine Link Trail with lights and
help them down. Emily and husband followed this plan, and the four hikers
emerged at the parking lot at 8:30 p.m.
While this incident was unfolding, NHFG also received a call at 5:35 p.m.,
this one from a party of climbers in Huntington Ravine. They had come to
the aid of David F., age 37, who had fallen near Pinnacle Gully and hurt his
leg. Over the phone with NHFG officers, the climbers decided that they
would work to bring David down, but several hours of work advanced him
only a short distance. NHFG officers and Appalachian Mountain Club volunteers then responded, using an all-terrain vehicle to get near David, then
hiking over the remaining distance with a litter. They reached David a quarter
of a mile above the Harvard Cabin, and they and the climbers carried him to
the ATV, which brought him down to Pinkham Notch.
Comment: These coincident calls remind us that difficulty seldom arrives
when convenient. That both parties could be guided via phone helped
immensely, as did the two parties’ carrying gear that meant they were safe
in the moment. Phone contact helped the second party try for a self-rescue;
when that seemed impossible, then rescuers went to their aid. That attempt
and the delay in deploying rescuers both are admirable. Incidents will happen; even prepared hikers will forget their lights, and one hopes that rescuers
will meet similarly prepared groups when they go out to help.

A SPOT of Trouble
At 1:37 p.m. on December 22, 2015, a call alerted NHFG that Christopher
W., age 54, had pressed the button on his SPOT personal locator beacon. The
device’s coordinates placed Christopher about a half-mile above Franconia
Falls, in the Pemigewasset Wilderness. NHFG called Christopher’s family
and learned of his plans for a two-day hike with the aim of climbing Owl’s
Head. The weather was rainy, with temperatures in the 30s.
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Two conservation officers drove ATVs from the Lincoln Woods parking
area as far as Franconia Brook Trail. From there, they hiked about a mile
farther to the coordinates, where they found Christopher at 4:15 p.m.
Christopher was mildly hypothermic and said he had become disoriented
after he encountered rising waters at the crossing of Franconia Brook on his
way back from climbing Owl’s Head. He had taken this off-trail route on
the advice of another hiker he had encountered the day before, thinking that
bushwhacking would be safer than crossing the brook.
He had spent the first night in his tent, then gone on to climb Owl’s
Head on December 22. Chilled by persistent rain during that climb and his
wanderings after it, Christopher had set up his tent and tried to warm himself
in his sleeping bag. Because he hadn’t succeeded and felt in danger, he sent
out the alarm via his beacon. Responding officers found that Christopher was
carrying appropriate gear for his hike. They warmed him and walked him to
the ATVs, then drove back to Lincoln Woods, arriving around 6 p.m.
Comment: Staying warm when it’s wet takes more than gear. It takes
practice and a keen sense of how hypothermia can infiltrate one’s body and
mind. Even experienced all-season hikers can encounter trouble when water
and cold combine. Such skills as kindling a fire in the rain, preparing hot
drinks on a stove in the rain, and warming oneself when wet are essentials if
one would climb in cold rain. Christopher’s attempt to warm himself in his
sleeping bag seems the extent of his preparedness, and, when that failed, he
had no backup plan.
Christopher was out in classic hypothermia weather, and, to his credit,
he recognized troubling symptoms and his inability to deal with them
and called for help. Why he had persisted in his hike during such weather
is another question, however. NHFG’s supervising officer wrote that he
believed Christopher had summoned rescue before he needed it. But the
officer also must have judged the call within sensible limits, because he did
not recommend charging Christopher for the cost of the rescue, as New
Hampshire law empowers the agency to do.

That Ridge
The Franconia Ridge joins the Presidential Range as the most exposed terrain
in the White Mountains. Though narrow (compared with the sprawling alpine
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zone in the Presidentials), the stretch above treeline from Little Haystack to
beyond Mount Lafayette offers little shelter and no easy escape routes. Still,
the group of five hikers who approached that ridge on a very cold February
13, 2016, felt little concern. They were all experienced, carrying sufficient gear,
and they had completed many circuits of the Falling Waters–Old Bridle Path
loop. The group divided into a pair—Dimitri S. and Sergeoi V.—and a trio—
Ilya K., Ekaterina V., and Maxim Raykin, age 65, an experienced hiker well
known to the Boston Chapter of the Appalachian Mountain Club. (The ages
of the others were not recorded in the report.) Dimitri and Sergeoi planned to
climb the Old Bridle Path and the other three planned to ascend the Falling
Waters Trail. They planned to meet in the middle of the day along the ridge
above.
Around 11 a.m., however, Maxim, a climber and mountaineer of note,
collapsed just north of the summit of Little Haystack. Low batteries kept his
companions from calling for help initially, but they did get a broken message
via radio to their friends on the Old Bridle Path. Dimitri and Sergeoi decided
to backtrack and climb to their friends via the Falling Waters Trail to see if
they could help. Up high, Ilya and Ekaterina tried unsuccessfully to revive
Maxim. The intense cold and high winds persuaded Ilya and Ekaterina to
begin moving him to a more sheltered section of the trail, and they rigged a
harness that enabled them to begin to drag Maxim down off the ridge.
Meanwhile, at a little after 1 p.m., Dimitri and Sergeoi got a voicemail
from Ilya and Ekaterina saying that Maxim hadn’t responded to their efforts
and that they needed help. Dimitri called for help at 1:17 p.m. NHFG’s Lieutenant James Kneeland contacted Dimitri and Sergeoi and asked them to call
him when they reached Maxim and his party, and he said he would have help
on the way.
At 2:10 p.m., Dimitri and Sergeoi called Kneeland saying that they had
reached Maxim and their friends, that Maxim was dead, and that they were
bringing him down the mountain. At that point, they had reached Cloudland
Falls and were continuing down. The group was met near the bottom by the
caretaker from the University of New Hampshire Outing Club cabin, who
provided them with a litter and sled for the last section of the descent. They
arrived at the trailhead at 3:30 p.m.
Comment: Maxim was working well within his experience when he died.
It seems simply that his body quit at that time. Whether he had premonitions
of trouble or not is unknown; as noted in prior columns, that conversation
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with self often precedes a climber’s foray into the mountains, but it passes
unknown to others.
Maxim’s friends’ efforts on his behalf were extraordinary. Dimitri and
Sergeoi moved to help with speed, covering difficult trail mileage to reach
Maxim very quickly. Similarly, Maxim’s immediate companions, Ilya and
Ekaterina, first went to his aid and then worked remarkably to get him down
from the ridge. That the group was off the mountain by 3:30 p.m.with only a
bit of assistance over the last few tenths of a mile is amazing.
Maxim’s friend Mark Thompson wrote a remembrance of him, which the
AMC Boston Chapter published as “Maximal Memories” in its newsletter.
See http://bit.ly/2cty8ky. It makes clear the depth of Maxim’s experience in
and affection for the mountains.

Anyone Can Fall
Early on the morning of February 28, 2016, two hikers near treeline on the
Castle Ravine Trail came upon a man’s body lying in the path. The hikers
checked for a pulse but found the man already frozen, so any thoughts of
rescue turned to the mystery of how this man had gotten here and who he
was. The hikers couldn’t get reception for their phone, and they started down
to find help. They met an ascending hiker, whose phone did work; the three
called in at 11:22 a.m.
NHFG conservation officers and volunteers from Androscoggin Valley
Search and Rescue (AVSAR), Mountain Rescue Service, and Pemigewasset
Valley Search and Rescue responded in teams coming from two directions.
The first team took the Lowe’s Path up, and the second rode in a Snow Cat
to Mount Washington’s summit and then crossed the ridgeline on foot; both
groups arrived at around 6 p.m., and both included conservation officers, who
conducted an investigation of the scene and the body. Darkness forced the
teams to search for a while before they found the dead man. He carried no
identification.
Finding nothing suspicious, the teams began a recovery, carrying the
man back down the Castle Ravine Trail, a rugged carryout staged by various
volunteer groups that responded and met the recovery party at different
points as it descended. Later that day, officers determined that the dead
man was an experienced guide named Timothy Hallock, age 54, of Orient,
New York.
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Comment: All hiking deaths raise questions, but as a profile of Hallock
emerged, this incident turned into a real head-scratcher. He was a deeply
experienced hiker and climber who also ran a service, Northeast Mountain
Guides. He knew where he was and the weather this area can yield, and as
NHFG inventory confirmed, he was well equipped. How, many wondered,
had he ended up dead in mountains and conditions he knew well?
His body lay ten feet from a sheltered area behind a large boulder, where
he had placed neatly these items: a trekking pole, an ice ax, a pair of blue mittens, and a Ziploc bag of oats. Timothy was wearing his backpack and helmet,
which had slipped down over his face.
Such positioning and order suggest a sudden medical emergency of the
sort that simply undoes life or sets the stage for cold to do so in the aftermath.
The New Hampshire state medical examiner said the cause of Hallock’s death
was hypothermia, but, given that he also had new rib fractures, it seems likely
that he had fallen earlier. Searchers found his water bottle in a small bowl
above the place where he died. Whether some underlying cause contributed
to that fall and the emergency at the scene of his death was not made public.
It is clear that at such a moment, preparation can be overwhelmed, and whatever he was thinking is beyond our reach.
This incident does raise the long-prodded question of solo hiking.
Although a friend or friends, even those with deep medical training, can’t
ensure a hiker’s or climber’s surviving a medical emergency, a companion may
offer a chance unavailable when that hiker or climber is alone. It is simply
true that solo hiking or climbing ups the risk ante, especially in winter or
shoulder-season weather that mimics it. When I go out alone in cold weather,
I accept that risk, and I’m certain that, given his long experience in winter
mountains, Timothy Hallock did so, too.

When a Loop Isn’t
On February 26, 2016, at 11:30 a.m., Mark I., age 31, set out alone from the
AMC’s Cardigan Lodge to climb Mount Cardigan, then loop over nearby
Firescrew Mountain and back down to the lodge. Early that afternoon, while
descending the north side of Cardigan, Mark slipped and fell, injuring his
leg; he called 911 for help, saying that he was unable to walk. Temperatures
were falling through the 20s, and the winds were in the 20- to 30-mph range.
NHFG Lieutenant James Kneeland called Mark and learned that he
carried no extra clothing and was beginning to feel cold. Kneeland set a
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rescue in motion, contacting the Upper Valley Wilderness Response Team
and the Canaan Fire Department. By 3:30 p.m, Kneeland was at the West
Ridge trailhead, and the first rescuers were on their way up. Meanwhile, some
passing hikers had discovered Mark and helped him back to the summit,
which is closer to the West Ridge Trail. Rescuers met him there at 4:45 p.m.
Mark was then packaged in a litter and carried the 1.5 miles to the trailhead.
Comment: Cardigan is a littler mountain to the south of the Whites’ larger
peaks, and so it may not seem as serious a challenge as its northern brethren.
And the Cardigan–Firescrew loop is a common six-mile amble circuited by all
manner of people and dogs. But the bare summit of Cardigan has sharp drops
on the north and east sides, and where scrub climbs its crevices, ice often lies
waiting. Its exposed terrain, with weather worthy of the high peaks to the
north, shouldn’t be taken lightly. That Mark was unprepared for his hike is
obvious and needs little discussion. In winter, we dress for the season and
carry enough gear to survive a night out. I include this incident as a reminder
that a relatively low mountain is not easy or risk free. Consider also the effort
it takes to carry a 225-pound person down even an “easy” trail for 1.5 miles.
More than twenty rescuers took part in bringing Mark down from Cardigan.

Slippage—Two Long Slides
As I noted in this column’s introduction, sparse snow and recurrent rains in
the winter and spring of 2015–16 made for slippery trails in the high Whites.
While most of us were scuffing leaves in the lowlands, climbers and skiers
contended with rock-pocked ice and hard snow when they went up. That was
especially true in and on Mount Washington, which is a springtime people
magnet. The following two incidents, both occurring on March 13, 2016,
are drawn, in part, from the lucid, essential website of the USFS’s Mount
Washington Avalanche Center.
On that day, backcountry skier and filmmaker Jon M. and his friend
Arthur W. (whose ages were not reported), arrived at Mount Washington
for some end-of-season skiing and filming. They took a couple of pleasurable
runs in the Gulf of Slides, then decided to cross over for a day-ending run
on Hillman’s Highway. Early sunshine had softened the hard snow that day,
but by the time Jon and five others in a makeshift group gathered atop Hillman’s, afternoon shadows had crept onto some of the 2,000-foot drop. The
six experienced skiers discussed the route at some length, deciding finally that
it could be skied, even as they knew parts of its surface would have iced over.
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As they talked, three climbers emerged from the gully, one on crampons,
the other two on snowshoes. Their appearance helped the skiers decide in favor
of skiing the gully, although later, one of the skiing party recalled that the
frightened looks on the climbers’ faces should have given them pause. (Those
three climbers later became the day’s second rescue on the summit cone.)
The first group of skiers descended without incident. The second in that
group, Jon, fell at a little after 3 p.m. near the top of the route, and on the slick
surface, he couldn’t arrest his fall, which took him over a battering of rocks
and ice nearly to the bottom of the chute. When his companions reached
him, it was clear that he had serious injuries; they secured him so he wouldn’t
slide any farther and went for help, which, luckily, was only a quarter-mile
away at the USFS Hermit Lake station.
Snow rangers and Mount Washington Volunteer Ski Patrol rescuers
reached and assessed Jon 30 minutes later, stabilized him as best they could,
supplied oxygen, and deeming his injuries life-threatening, called for a
Dartmouth-Hitchcock Advanced Response Team helicopter. The helicopter
arrived just after 5 p.m. and airlifted Jon to Dartmouth-Hitchcock Hospital
with a speed that likely saved his life.
At 5:16 p.m., the Gorham Police received a distress call from hikers near
the summit of Washington, where one of the group had lost control of a
glissade and now reported a broken femur. At 5:45 p.m, a snow ranger and
AMC’s Hermit Lake caretaker left to help, climbing quickly up the Lion
Head summer trail to near the Alpine Garden junction, where they found
the hikers. At a little after 7 p.m., the DHART helicopter arrived, but the
rough terrain made it impossible to get the injured hiker to a landing zone
without a litter, and the helicopter (adhering to flight regulations) had to leave
at 7:40 p.m. without him. More rescuers arrived with a litter, and, after
further consultation, another helicopter was dispatched. It touched down at
9:14 p.m., just after rescuers had reached the landing zone with the injured
hiker. At 9:26 p.m., the helicopter flew off to Dartmouth-Hitchcock Hospital.
Of particular note: the weather that day was clear and calm, allowing both
evacuations via air.
Jon M. was in intensive care, and Arthur W. helped raise more than
$57,000 for Jon’s family (he is married and has two young children) through
GoFundMe.
Comment: The USFS snow rangers’ comprehensive analysis of conditions
and both accidents is worth reading at bit.ly/2cmpYvA.
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These two incidents are joined both by date and their out-of-control slides;
that they happened to parties on two ends of the experience spectrum adds
to their value as lessons. Jon, the skier who fell on Hillman’s, was an expert,
while the hikers who intersected briefly with the skiers showed themselves
as novices.
Spring skiing and climbing can be wildly various on the east-facing slopes
of Mount Washington. Both the angle of the slopes and the rising angle of the
March sun can heat surfaces to create the happiness of corn snow (a granular, soft snow such that even a fall in steep terrain doesn’t send the skier or
climber sliding away). It can grow so hot in said sun as to make people climb
in their scantiest clothing. And then, as the sun shifts west and shadows slide
across facets of the ravine, the snow can harden quickly, becoming a surface
that only the sharpest edges or spikes can hold on; then the margin of safety
becomes the barest edge.
Jon and Arthur had found corn snow during their time in the Gulf of
Slides, and they climbed over to Hillman’s hoping for a last run. From the top
and with some reconnaissance, they knew the corn was gone and that hard
surface had taken over. Still, they thought they could manage that surface.
So their decision to attempt it was a calculated one, similar to those many
make in the mountains. The hard nature of the route during last year’s
exposed rocks and ice made their decision riskier; in retrospect, that and the
three frightened hikers should have tipped them away from skiing and toward
walking down on crampons. Being accomplished isn’t always a guard against
miscalculation, and, actually, being expert can often nudge toward it.
Here’s a link to Jon’s fall as recorded by a GoPro camera: bit.ly/2cfEljG.
The hikers atop Washington made a plethora of errors: they were up high
too late; they were under-equipped; they opted for the shortcut of a speedy
descent when tired. On the hardening snow of late afternoon, they decided
to glissade from the summit, and one of them lost control, precipitating his
accident. Perhaps their having made it up Hillman’s had inflated their confidence—“If we can do that, we can surely handle the lower angles on the
cone”—but once the climber’s slide got out of control, he was subject to the
same battering from ice and rock that hurt Jon. The snow rangers’ analysis
pointed out that the threesome had already climbed beyond safety when they
topped Hillman’s. Any route down the mountain (save the auto road) would
have been beyond the equipment they had. Only one had crampons, and
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even clawed, modern snowshoes are unreliable on steep descents. Had they
not run into trouble on the cone, it’s likely they’d have found it lower down.
We are, in many ways, built to climb into trouble and poorly designed to
climb down from it.
In both incidents, the snow rangers offer a final point: rescuers arrived
to find that neither group had been able to stabilize the injuries of the fallen
because they lacked medical training. Had not such emergency medical help
been nearby (only a quarter-mile away for the seriously injured Jon), the
results likely would have been different. Whether each of us chooses to get
such training should be an active question as we plan our adventures.
New Hampshire climber and SAR volunteer Marc Chauvin offered further commentary about this accident on his Facebook page. He asked larger
questions about how society might want to address the certainty of accidents
in our backcountry. Here’s an excerpt from that post:
In the current paradigm of mountain rescue in the USA things went really
well. What our community needs to discuss is the availability of helicopter rescue with lift capability and a trained crew in mountain rescue. This
exists in every other advanced mountainous country and in some developing
countries. We expect and get a respectful analysis of accidents but shouldn’t
we also get a respectful analysis of the SAR response? It’s time for the
mountain community to consider if we are underserved. What would have
been the capability of the response had these injuries happened out at sea? If
it would have been done with better machinery and with a higher standard of
training? Is that appropriate?

Avalanche Warnings in Translation
The Mount Washington Avalanche Center’s postings have two new features
that address long-standing problems and respond directly to earlier comments
in this column.
Opening the page brings a reader directly to the graphic of the day’s
avalanche rating, and the ever-controversial Moderate rating now has a yellow
background and a bold, black exclamation point that looks back at the reader.
The risks of the rating seem clearer, even as its meaning—natural avalanches
unlikely; human-triggered ones possible—is unchanged.
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MOUNT WASHINGTON AVALANCHE CENTER

The color scheme of the five ratings uses the familiar bright colors. The
low-danger rating, which is green, is the only one that includes a check mark,
meaning that it’s safe to go ahead.
Beneath the Danger Scale lies a feature that allows French speakers to
read about Echelle de danger en francais. That, given the popularity of Mount
Washington and its environs with our Quebecois neighbors, is an excellent
development. Above is a screenshot of the French version.
C’est bon.

Cold Water, Quick Fingers
On April 3, 2016, a call from two hikers, Evan S. and an unnamed friend,
on the Chandler Brook Trail on the northeast slope of Mount Washington
brought a combination of volunteers and conservation officers out on a chilly,
snowy day for a rescue. At a little before noon, Evan, age 25, called for help
after he and his dog slipped from a log crossing the brook and fell in. Evan
felt cold and worried about hypothermia. AVSAR and Mount Washington
State Park staffers responded first, followed by NHFG conservation officers.
The rescue was complicated by icy trail conditions that typified the 2016
early spring season in the Whites. By 3 p.m., the volunteers, led by AVSAR
veteran Mike Pelchat, had reached the two hikers, but they considered
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climbing back up the Chandler Brook Trail too difficult and opted first for
the Madison Trail and then for the Great Gulf Trail as a way out. The group
arrived at the trailhead at around 6 p.m. Evan and his friend were carrying
adequate gear for the season and weather.
Comment: The call following the slip and fall into the brook smacks
of impulse. Yes, it’s a shock to be suddenly wet with near-freezing water in
20-degree temperatures, but if one is carrying enough gear, changing clothes
and rewarming are routine tasks necessary for any cold-season hiking. Evan
said he warmed up quickly once he changed into dry socks and got moving.
This suggests that the two hikers could have effected Evan’s rescue on their
own or at least tried for some time before pressing his phone keys for help.
Conservation officer Eric Fluette’s official report notes this near the end.

Ice Lasts
An April 24 press release from NHFG reminded us that, although winter
had been an el nono, spring ice remained and hikers were finding it with
regularity.
An 8 a.m. call to NHFG asked for help for a hypothermic hiker near
Shining Rock on the Falling Waters Trail. Nick F., age 23, and Laura S., age 24,
had encountered trouble in their descent and spent the night in that location
without adequate gear. The Pemigewasset Valley Search and Rescue Team
happened to be training in the area, and they responded, reaching the pair
and warming them with hot drinks and clothing, and providing them with
microspikes for the descent. The group walked out to the trailhead at 11:30 a.m.
A 2 p.m. call came into NHFG from the Garfield Ridge Trail. James G.
(whose age was not reported) had slipped an estimated 40 feet down a trail the
previous day, injuring his leg. With a friend and equipped for an overnight,
he hoped to self-rescue the next day, but the pair decided they needed assistance and pressed their personal locator beacon, summoning help. NHFG
responded, met the hikers, and helped them to the trailhead.
Comment: As is often true, the shoulder season is one of great variability,
offering everything from sun-warmed rock to tough old ice. Such variability
asks for imagination and planning before heading out and while on trail;
microspikes and running shoes should often nest in the same pack. Also,
shoulder-season hikers should wait for ice-free trails if they are not equipped
with gear and technique to manage lingering ice. Such ice often stays on in
steep, shady places, where a fall can have real consequences.
—Sandy Stott
Accidents Editor
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“I started reading Appalachia for the accident reports, but I kept
reading for the great features.” — Mohamed Ellozy, subscriber
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